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Abstract
The higher Lie modules of the general linear group GL(V ) over a 2nite dimensional vector
space V arise naturally from the Poincar3e–Birkho5–Witt basis of the tensor algebra over V .
They are indexed by partitions. For the higher Lie modules corresponding to hook partitions
of n a complete chain of embeddings is obtained. As an application, a new inductive proof of
Klyachko’s result on the irreducible components of the classical Lie module is given. Addition-
ally, all irreducible components of multiplicity 1 are determined.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
At the beginning of the last century Schur studied the structure of the tensor algebra
T (V ) over a 2nite dimensional K-vector space V as a GL(V )-module. In his thesis
[11] and a famous subsequent paper [12] he was able to describe the decomposition
of its homogenous components
Tn(V ) := V ⊗ · · · ⊗ V︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
of degree n into irreducible GL(V )-modules using the irreducible representations of
the symmetric group Sn. The usual Lie bracketing [x; y] := xy− yx turns T (V ) into a
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Lie algebra. The Lie subalgebra L(V ) generated by V is free over any basis of V by
a classical result of Witt [18], and
Ln(V ) := Tn(V ) ∩ L(V )
is a GL(V )-submodule of Tn(V ) for all n. For any partition q=q1 : : : qk of n we de2ne
Lq(V ) :=
〈∑
∈Sk
P1 · · ·Pk
∣∣∣∣∣Pi ∈Lqi(V ) for 16 i6 k
〉
K
:
By the Poincar3e–Birkho5–Witt theorem, Tn(V ) is the direct sum of these subspaces,
and this decomposition is GL(V )-invariant. We prove the following
Main Result. For all n¿ 4,
L2:1n−2 (V ) ,→ L3:1n−3 (V ) ,→ · · · ,→ L(n−2):1:1(V ) ,→ Ln(V ) ,→ L(n−1):1(V )
(embeddings of GL(V )-modules).
The proof is given in Section 2. The fact that there exists an embedding – : Ln(V ) ,→
L(n−1):1(V ) is well known. The Sn-module arising from the quotient L(n−1):1(V )=Ln(V )–
is referred to as Whitehouse module [17]; for further reference, see [14, ex. 7.88d].
Blessenohl and Laue introduced a family of idempotents q in the group algebra KSn
such that Lq(V ) ∼= qTn(V ) for all q [1]. They discovered a remarkable multiplication
rule expressing products rq in terms of the r’s (ibd., Theorem 1.5). In Section 2,
this rule is used to show that left multiplications with the according idempotents q
indeed induce embeddings
2:1n−2Tn(V ) ,→ 3:1n−3Tn(V ) ,→ · · · ,→ (n−2):1:1Tn(V ) ,→ nTn(V ):
For the embedding in the remaining Whitehouse case, a di5erent argument is used. As
an application of our main result, a new inductive proof is given for Klyachko’s result
on the irreducible components of Ln(V ). Additionally, all irreducible components of
Ln(V ) occurring with multiplicity 1 are determined (Section 3).
2. Higher Lie idempotents
Let N (N0, respectively) be the set of all positive (nonnegative, respectively) integers
and
n := {k ∈N | k6 n}
for all n∈N0. The symmetric group Sn on n acts on Tn(V ) via Polya action, de2ned
by
(x1 · · · xn) := x1 · · · xn
for all ∈ Sn, x1; : : : ; xn ∈V . Let K be a 2eld of characteristic 0 and KSn be the group
algebra of Sn over K for all n∈N0. For the Dynkin operator !n ∈KSn, we have
!n(x1 · · · xn) = [[ · · · [[x1; x2]; x3]; : : : ; xn−1]; xn]
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for all x1; : : : ; xn ∈V . Magnus [9] showed that
!n = (idn − n)(idn − n−1) · · · (idn − 2); (1)
where i = (i; i − 1; : : : ; 1) is the descending standard cycle of length i in Sn for all
i∈ n \ {1}. Due to Dynkin, Specht and Wever [3,13,16], !n is essentially idempotent:
!2n = n!n: (2)
Hence 1=n!n induces a projection of Tn(V ) onto Ln(V ). The Dynkin–Specht–Wever
result has been generalized by Blessenohl and Laue. Before we brieKy explain how,
we need to 2x some notations.
Let N∗ be a free monoid over the alphabet N. We write q:r for the concatenation
product of q; r ∈N∗ in order to avoid confusion with the ordinary product in N. If
n∈N and q=q1: : : : :qk ∈N∗ such that q1+ · · ·+qk=n, we say that q is a composition
of n (q |= n) of length |q| := k. If, additionally, q1¿ · · ·¿ qk , we say that q is a
partition of n (q  n).
Let n∈N and q= q1: : : : :qk |= n. The set partition Pq = (Pq1 ; : : : ; Pqk ) of n is de2ned
by
Pqi := {j∈ n | q1 + · · ·+ qi−1¡j6 q1 + · · ·+ qi}
for all i∈ k. We put Sq := {∈ Sn||Pqi is nondecreasing for all i∈ k} and
q :=
∑
∈Sq
∈KSn:
For all n; m∈N0, ∈ Sn and ∈ Sm, we de2ne #∈ Sn+m and  • ∈KSn+m by
i(#) :=
{
i; i6 n
(i − n) + n; i¿n
for all i∈ n+ m and
 •  := (#)n:m:
By bilinearity, we obtain two products on the direct sum KS :=
⊕
n¿0 KSn, the second
of which is called convolution product [10, Chapter 9]. Both products turn KS into an
associative algebra. Our description of the convolution product has been introduced by
JNollenbeck and is an immediate consequence of [5, 2.3]. Now, for all q=q1: : : : :qk |= n,
we put
!q := !q1# · · · #!qk and !q := !q1 • · · · • !qk = !qq
and denote by q? the order of the centralizer of a permutation ∈ Sn with cycle type q.
Blessenohl and Laue discovered that the elements q := 1=q?!q, q |= n, are also idem-
potent. Furthermore, as was 2rst stated explicitly in [6], we have Lq(V ) ∼= !qTn(V ).
The elements q, q |= n, are therefore referred to as higher Lie idempotents. In [1,
Theorem 1.5], a multiplication rule for the elements !q is given, a special case of
which is the following: For all n∈N, q= q1: : : : :qk |= n, we have
!n!q = q1!!kq:
Here, on the right hand side, the mapping ! : N∗ → KS; q → !q has been extended
to KN∗ linearly, and KSk acts on the homogenous component of KN∗ of degree k via
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Polya action. This formula should be illustrated by some examples which will be of
interest at a later stage. For k=2; 3 we have !2 =12−21∈KS2 and !3 =123−213−
312+321∈KS3. Hence, for all n∈N, n¿ 4, we obtain via Polya action !2(n−1):1=
(n−1):1−1:(n−1) and !3 (n−2):1:1=(n−2):1:1−1:(n−2):1−1:(n−2):1+1:1:(n−2).
This leads to
!n!(n−2):1:1 = (n− 2)(!(n−2):1:1 − 2!1:(n−2):1 + !1:1:(n−2)) (3)
and
!n!(n−1):1 = (n− 1)(!(n−1):1 − !1:(n−1)): (4)
Proposition 2.1. Let n∈N and q = q1: : : : :qk ; r = r1: : : : :rl |= n such that k ¿ 1, q1 =
q2 = 1 and r1¿ 2. Then we have
!r!q = 0:
Proof. Let q˜ := q3: : : : :qk and denote by 2 (r1 , n, respectively) the transposition
swapping 1 and 2 in S2 (Sr1 , Sn, respectively). Then we have
(idn + n)!q = (idn + n)((id2 + 2)#!q˜)2:(n−2) = 2!q
and, by (1),
!r(idn − n) = (!r1 (idr1 − r1 ))#!r2# · · · #!rl = 2!r:
Hence we obtain !r!q = 14 !
r(idn − n)(idn + n)!q = 0.
We are now in a position to prove our main result in three steps.
Theorem 2.2. Let n∈N, n¿ 4. Then left action of !n
!(n−2):1:1Tn(V )→ !nTn(V ); u → !nu
induces a monomorphism of GL(V )-modules.
Proof. Let q := (n− 2):1:1, q˙ := 1:(n− 2):1, q˜ := 1:1:(n− 2) and r := (n− 1):1. We
will show that
(∗) !q(!n − 2!r)(!n!q) =−n(n− 2)2 !q;
which implies our claim. To start with, we observe that
!n!q = (n− 2) (!q − 2!q˙ + !q˜) =−(n− 2) (!q − 2(!q − !q˙)− !q˜);
by (3), and
!r!q = (!n−1#!1)(!(n−2):1#!1)(n−1):1
= (!n−1!(n−2):1#!1)(n−1):1
= (n− 2) (!q − !q˙);
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by (4). Now, as q˜1 = q˜2 = 1 and n¿ 4, Proposition 2.1 implies that
!q(!n − 2!r)!q =−(n− 2)!q(!q − !q˜) =−(n− 2)2 !q:
As !n!n!q = n!n!q, by (2), and, again by Proposition 2.1, also
!r!n!q =−(n− 2)!r(!q − 2(!q − !q˙))
=−(n− 2)!r!q + 2!r!r!q
= n!r!q;
it follows that !q(!n − 2!r)(!n!q) = n!q(!n − 2!r)!q = −n(n − 2)2!q. The proof
of (∗) is complete.
Theorem 2.3. Let n∈N, n¿ 5, and k ∈{2; : : : ; n− 3}. Then left action of !(n−k):1k
!(n−k−1):1k+1Tn(V )→ !(n−k):1k Tn(V ); u → !(n−k):1k u
induces a monomorphism of GL(V )-modules.
Proof. Let p := (n − k):1k , q := (n − k − 1):1k+1, q˙ := 1:(n − k − 1):1k , q˜ :=
1:1:(n− k − 1):1k−1 and r := (n− k + 1):1k−1. We will show that
(∗) !q
(
1
p?
!p − 12(n− k) !
r
)
(!p!q) = (k + 1)!
(n− k − 1)2
2
!q;
which implies our claim. First, as n − k − 1¿ 1, we obtain from 1.3 in [1] that
p!q = (k + 1)!!q and hence, by (4),
!p!q = (k + 1)!!p!q
= (k + 1)!(!n−k!(n−k−1):1#!1k )
(n−k):k
= (n− k − 1)(k + 1)!(!q − !q˙):
Similarly, applying (3), we obtain
!r!q = (!n−k+1!(n−k−1):1:1#!1k−1 )
(n−k+1):(k−1)
= (n− k − 1)(!q − !q˙):
Now Proposition 2.1 implies that
!q
(
1
(k + 1)!
!p − 12 !
r
)
!q =
(n− k − 1)2
2
!q:
Finally, we have !p!p!q = p?!p!q and, again by Proposition 2.1, also
!r!p!q = (n− k − 1)(k + 1)!!r(!q − !q˙)
= 12 (n− k − 1)(k + 1)!!r(!q + !q − 2!q˙ + !q˜)
= 12 (n− k − 1)(k + 1)!!r!q + 12(k + 1)!!r!r!q
= (n− k)(k + 1)!!r!q:
This shows (∗).
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For the reader’s convenience, we will add a short argument for the well-known fact
that Ln(V ) is isomorphic to a GL(V )-submodule of L(n−1):1(V ). We observe that
!n!(n−1):1 = (n− 1)!n; (5)
by (1). As !(n−1):1!(n−1):1 = (n − 1)!(n−1):1, by (2), and !(n−1):1!(n−1):1 =
!(n−1):1(n−1):1!(n−1):1 = !(n−1):1!(n−1):1 = (n − 1)!(n−1):1, by 1.3 in [1] and (2), we
may conclude that
L(n−1):1(V ) ∼= !(n−1):1Tn(V ) = !(n−1):1Tn(V ):
Hence, by (5), left action of !n induces an epimorphism !(n−1):1Tn(V )→ !nTn(V ) of
GL(V )-modules, and our main result is completely proved.
3. Klyachko’s result revisited
Let n∈N. For any decomposition !nKSn=
⊕
pn apMp into irreducible Sn-modules
we have
Ln(V ) = !nTn(V ) ∼= !nKSn ⊗KSn Tn(V ) =
⊕
pn
ap(Mp ⊗KSn Tn(V )):
In this decomposition, by Schur’s fundamental result, Mp ⊗KSn Tn(V ) is either 0 or
an irreducible GL(V )-module, depending on whether |p|¿ dim V or not. Hence the
GL(V )-module structure of Ln(V ) is completely determined by the multiplicities ap,
p  n, of the Lie character #n corresponding to the Sn-module !nKSn. We denote
by $p the irreducible Sn-character corresponding to p, for all p  n. In [7], Klyachko
determined all partitions p of n such that
ap = (#n; $p)Sn¿ 1:
In this section, a new inductive proof of his result will be given which is based on
Theorem 2.2. Simultaneously, this approach enables us to determine all partitions p
such that ap = 1 (Theorem 3.3). For small values of n, that is, n6 10, we will re-
fer to Thrall’s list of the multiplicities ap in [15]. For n¿ 11, we will proceed by
induction, applying Theorem 2.2 (and, in some particular cases, the Whitehouse em-
bedding) as follows. For all n∈N, let ClK (Sn) be the ring of K-valued class functions
of Sn. Then the outer product • on the direct sum Cl = ⊕n ClK (Sn) corresponds to
the ordinary product of symmetric functions via Frobenius’ characteristic mapping. Let
q = nan : : : : :1a1  n. For the higher Lie character #q corresponding to the Sn-module
!pKSn, we then have
#q = #nan • · · · • #1a1 ; (6)
as was mentioned already in [15,8]. In particular, as !1k =
∑
∈Sk ∈KSk for all k ∈N,
we have
#(n−k):1k = #n−k • #1k = #n−k • $k : (7)
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for all n¿ 3, k ∈ n− 2. On the other hand, by our main result, we particularly know
that
(#(n−2):1:1; $p)Sn6 (#n; $
p)Sn6 (#(n−1):1; $
p)Sn
for all p  n. Recall that, for all p=p1: : : : :pl  n, the Young diagram of p is de2ned
by D(p) := {(i; j)∈ l × N | j6pi}. Furthermore, an arbitrary subset D ⊆ N × N
is called a horizontal strip if the projection D → N onto the second component is
injective. Now, by (7), an application of Young’s rule (see [4, 2.8.2]) yields:
Corollary 3.1. Let n∈N, n¿ 4 and p  n. Then∑
q
aq6 ap6
∑
r
ar; (8)
where, on the left hand side, the sum is taken over all q  n−2 such that D(q) ⊆ D(p)
and D(p) \D(q) is a horizontal strip, while, on the right hand side, the sum is taken
over all r  n− 1 such that D(r) ⊆ D(p).
We denote by sgnn the sign character of Sn and observe that #n = sgnn#n whenever
n is odd. This is an immediate consequence of Brandt’s character formula for #n [2]
and was stated explicitly in [19]. In particular, for odd n, we have
ap = ap∗
for all p  n, where p∗ denotes the conjugate partition of p.
Proposition 3.2. For all n∈N, n¿ 3,
(a) an = 0 = a1n ,
(b) a(n−1):1 = 1 = a2:1n−2 ,
(c) if n¿ 7, then a(n−2):2; a(n−2):1:1; a3:1n−3 ; a2:2:1n−4¿ [(n − 3)=2], where [(n − 3)=2]
denotes the greatest integer 6 (n− 3)=2.
Proof. For n6 10, all three claims can be obtained from [15]. For n¿ 11, we obtain
inductively an6 an−1 =0 and a1n6 a1n−1 =0 from Corollary 3.1. This shows (a). Fur-
thermore, again by induction and Corollary 3.1, 1= an−2 + a(n−3):16 a(n−1):16 an−1 +
a(n−2):1 = 1. For n odd, we have a2:1n−2 = a(n−1):1, and (b) is proved. For n even, this
implies
1 = a2:1n−16 a1n + a2:1n−2 = a2:1n−26 a1n−1 + a2:1n−3 = 1
and hence also (b). We observe furthermore that a(n−2):1:1¿ a(n−4):1:1 + a(n−3):1 =
a(n−4):1:1 + 1 and a(n−2):2¿ a(n−4):2 + a(n−3):1 = a(n−4):2 + 1. The 2rst two inequali-
ties in (c) hence follow by induction. For n odd, we are done, while, for n even, the
remaining inequalities are obtained via
[(n− 3)=2] + 1 = [(n− 2)=2]6 a3:1n−26 a3:1n−3 + a2:1n−2 = a3:1n−3 + 1
and [(n− 3)=2] + 16 a2:2:1n−36 a2:2:1n−4 + a2:1n−2 = a2:2:1n−4 + 1.
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We are now in a position to determine all partitions p such that ap6 1.
Theorem 3.3. Let n∈N, n¿ 3, and p  n. Then we have:
(a) (Klyachko, [7])
ap = 0 if and only if p∈{n; 1n}
or p= 2:2 or p= 2:2:2:
(b)
ap = 1 if and only if p∈{(n− 1):1; 2:1n−2}
or p∈{3:2; 3:1:1; 2:2:1} or p∈{4:2; 3:3; 3:1:1:1} or p∈{4:4; 2:2:2:2}:
Proof. For n6 10, both parts are readily veri2ed using Thrall’s list in [15]. Let n¿ 11.
The suUciency part follows from Proposition 3.2(a),(b). For the proof of the necessity
part, let p = p1: : : : :pl  n such that p ∈ {n; (n − 1):1; 2:1n−2; 1n}. Assume 2rst that
p1 = pl. Then we have p1¿ 1, and the partition
q :=
{
p1: : : : :pl−1:(pl − 2); pl ¿ 2
p1: : : : :pl−1; pl = 2
 n− 2
is not contained in {n − 2; (n − 3):1; 2:1n−4; 1n−2}. Hence ap¿ aq¿ 2, by induction.
Now we consider the case where p1¿pl and choose i maximal such that p1 = pi.
Then the partition
q :=
{
p1: : : : :pi−1:(pi − 1):pi+1: : : : :pl−1:(pl − 1); pl ¿ 1
p1: : : : :pi−1:(pi − 1):pi+1: : : : :pl−1; pl = 1
 n− 2
is not contained in {n − 2; 1n−2}. If we also have q ∈ {(n − 3):1; 2:1n−4}, it follows
that ap¿ aq¿ 2, again by induction. If, on the other hand, q∈{(n− 3):1; 2:1n−4}, we
have p∈{(n−2):2; (n−2):1:1; 3:1n−3; 221n−4} and are done by Proposition 3.2(c).
Let n∈N and p  n. For any standard tableau t of shape p, the major index maj t of
t is de2ned as the sum of all i∈ n− 1 such that the row containing i is strictly above of
the row containing i+1 in t. Kra3skiewicz and Weyman discovered that the multiplicity
ap is equal to the number st
p
1 of standard tableaux t of shape p such that the maj t ≡ 1
modulo n [8]; see also [10, 8.2, 8.3]. Based on this result, the decomposition of #n is
easily done for small values of n, and so is the proof of Proposition 3.2. However,
it seems to be rather diUcult to give a combinatorial proof of Theorem 3.3 by some
analysis of the tableaux numbers stp1 and the Kra3skiewicz–Weyman Theorem only. But
the latter implies this combinatorial variation of our main result:
For all n¿ 4, p  n,∑
p(2)
stp
(2)
1 6 · · ·6
∑
p(n−2)
stp
(n−2)
1 6 st
p
1 6
∑
p(n−1)
stp
(n−1)
1 ; (9)
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where the sums are taken over all p(m)  m such that D(p(m)) ⊆ D(p) and D(p) \
D(p(m)) is a horizontal strip.
Here, in particular, the last sum
∑
p(n−1) st
p(n−1)
1 is equal to the number of standard
tableaux t of shape p such that maj t ≡ 1 modulo n − 1 (see [17, 4.1(1)]). Applying
Schur’s fundamental theorem it is readily seen that, conversely, (9) implies our main
result.
It is natural to ask which are the irreducible components of #q for arbitrary q, that
is, which partitions p; q  n satisfy the condition
aq;p := (#q; $p)Sn ¿ 0:
By (6) and the Littlewood–Richardson rule, this problem may be reduced to the case
where q= dk is of block type. But even in this basic case the problem of determining
all p  dk such that adk ;p = 0 seems to be quite intricate. For k = 2, the following
holds:
Theorem 3.4. Let d∈N, d¿ 7, n := 2d and p  n. Then we have (#d:d; $p) = 0 if
and only if one of the following conditions holds:
(a) p∈{n; (n− 1):1; (n− 2):1:1; 2:1n−2; 1n}.
(b) p= 2:2:1n−4, and d is odd.
(c) p= 3:1n−3, and d is even.
We abstain from presenting our rather lengthy proof here. It is based on Theorem 3.3,
but also makes extensive use of routine applications of the Littlewood-Richardson rule
and some well-known results from the theory of plethysms. Theorem 3.3(a) and 3.4
suggest the following general question: Is for all d; k ∈N, d¿ 7, the number p(d; k)
of partitions p of dk such that (#dk ; $p)Sdk = 0 independent of d? Recall that indeed
p(d; 1) = 2 and p(d; 2) = 6 for all d¿ 7.
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